SEMESTER 1
ENGL 1010 English Composition
CSCI 1010 Introduction to Computer Technology
DRFT 1000 Fundamentals of Drafting & Design
CADD 1100 Introduction to CADD

SEMESTER 2
SPCH 1200 Intro to Public Speaking
MATH 1100 College Algebra
CADD 1200 Advanced CADD
PRNT 1000 Print Reading for Industry
JOBS 2450 Job Seeking Skills

SEMESTER 3
DRFT 1300 Introduction to Drafting Disciplines
CADD 1300 3-D CADD Concepts
PHSC 1010 Physical Science I
PHSC 1010L Physical Science Lab
*Elective

SEMESTER 4
DRFT 1500 Advanced Drafting Disciplines
*Elective
**CADD 17XX Special Projects
***Social Science Electives

*Elective Options
PTEC 2030 Plant Safety
PTEC 2070 Statistical Quality Control
PMGT 1000 Introduction to Project Management

**Special Projects
CADD 1710 Plant Design (Plant 3D)
CADD 1720 Construction Design (Revit)
CADD 1730 Product Design (Inventor)

***Social Science Electives
Psychology, Sociology, Economics, Geography or Political Science

Mission Statement:
The Drafting and Design Technology program is a two-year technical program designed to give the student essential knowledge and skills required for efficient and productive performance in the drafting field. Grants a Diploma to students upon satisfactory completion of the curriculum and assists in placing students in gainful employment. Certificates are also offered for those needing a background in drafting without gaining all of the skills required for employment as a drafter.